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Sources of U.S. Economic Growth in a Worldof Ideas
By

CHARLES I. JONES*

Rising educationalattainmentand research intensityin recent decades suggest that
the U.S. economy is far from its steady state. This paper develops a model
reconciling thesefacts with the stabilityof U.S. growth rates. In the model, long-run
growth arises from the worldwidediscovery of ideas, which depends on population
growth. Nevertheless, constant growth can temporarilyproceed at a faster rate,
provided research intensity and educational attainment rise steadily over time.
Growth accounting reveals that these factors explain 80 percent of recent U.S.
growth, with less than 20 percent comingfrom worldpopulation growth. (JEL040,
EIO)

Over the last 125 years, the average growth
rate of per capita GDP in the U.S. economy has
been a steady 1.8 percent per year. Indeed, the
stabilityof U.S. growthrates underliesthe conventionalview thatthe U.S. economy is close to
its long-run steady-statebalanced growth path.
This view is supportedby a numberof stylized
facts such as the absence of trends in the U.S.
capital-outputratio and U.S. real interest rates,
as emphasized by Nicholas Kaldor (1961).
On the other hand, this conventionalview is
challenged by two noteworthy changes that
have occurredfor at least the last 50 years, and
probablyfor much longer. First, time spent accumulating skills through formal education,
which we can associate with human-capitalinvestment, has increased substantially. As of
1940, less than 25 percent of adults in the
United States had completed high school, and
only about 5 percent had completed four or
more years of college. By 1993, more than 80
percent had completed high school, and more
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than 20 percent had completed at least four
years of college. Second, the search for new
ideas has intensified. An increasing fraction of
workersin the United States and throughoutthe
OECD consists of scientists and engineers engaged in research and development (R&D). In
1950, for example, the U.S. fraction was about
? of 1 percent.By 1993, this fractionhad risen
threefold to more than 3/4 of a percent.
In virtually any model of economic growth,
these changes should lead to long-runincreases
in income. In neoclassical models, such changes
generate transition dynamics in the short run
and "level effects" in the long run. The growth
rate of the economy rises temporarilyand then
returns to its original value, but the level of
income is permanentlyhigher as a result. In
many endogenousgrowthmodels, such changes
should lead to permanent increases in the
growth rate itself.
As shown in Figure 1, however, the growth
rate of U.S. per capita GDP has been surprisingly stable over the last 125 years: the level of
per capita GDP is well representedby a simple
time trend.' Jones (1995b) used this evidence to
' The dataare from Angus Maddison(1995). The growth
rate from 1950 to 1994, at an annualrate of 1.95 percent,is
slightly higher than the growth rate from 1870 to 1929, at
1.75 percent(see, e.g., Dan Ben-David and David H. Papell
[1995] on this increase). At the same time, the growth rate
in the 1950's and 1960's at 2.20 percent is slightly higher
than the growth rate after 1970 of 1.74 percent, reflecting
the well-known productivityslowdown. The main point of
the figure is to show that a constant growth trend fits
reasonablywell to a first approximation,but clearly this is
only an approximation.Similar results are obtained with
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argueagainstmany endogenousgrowthmodels.
Such models suggest that the long-run growth
rate of per capita income should be rising with
the increases in R&D intensity or time spent
accumulatingskills, but the data do not exhibit
this phenomenon.
At least on the surface, the evidence also
appearspuzzling even from the standpointof a
neoclassical growth model. These changes
should generate temporarilyhigh growth rates
and long-run level effects, but the evidence in
Figure 1 looks very much like an economy that
is fluctuatingaroundits balanced growth path.
How can these facts be reconciled? The explanationproposedin this paperis based on the
distinction between a constant growth path and
a balanced growth path. Along both paths,
growth rates are constant, but the former is
driven by transitiondynamics while the latteris
associated with a steady state. The easiest way
to see how this might work is to consider a
simple example. Imagine an economy described
by a Solow model in which the investmentrate,
ratherthan being constant,is growing exponentially. Per capita growth in this economy could
settle down to a constantrate that is higher than
its long-runrate. Of course, the investmentrate
cannot grow forever (it is bounded at one), and
when the investment rate stops growing, the
growth rate of the economy will graduallydecline to its long-run rate.
In the long run, the fraction of time that
individuals spend accumulating skills and the

GDP per worker, but there is some difficulty obtaining
employment data prior to 1900.
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share of the labor force devoted to research
must level off. Over the postwar period, and
most likely even before, these variables have
been rising steadily. Each increase generates a
transitionpath growth effect and a level effect
on income, and the series of increases during
the last 50 or 100 years have generateda constantgrowthpathwith a growthratehigherthan
the long-run,sustainablegrowthrateof the U.S.
economy. This appearsto be the most plausible
way to reconcile the facts that motivate this
paper.
A number of authors,most recently Peter J.
Klenow and Andres Rodriguez-Clare (1997)
and Ellen R. McGrattanand James A. Schmitz,
Jr. (1999), have observed that while there are a
large numberof candidategrowthmodels in the
literature,there has been surprisinglylittle attention given to reconciling these models formally with data on economic growth. Progress
in this direction has been made with respect to
understandingdifferences in levels of income
across countries by N. Gregory Mankiw et al.
(1992), V. V. Chari et al. (1997), and Jonathan
Eaton and Samuel S. Kortum(1999), but almost
no research has conducted these "quantitative
theory" exercises with a focus on long-run
growth. This paperrepresentsa first step in this
direction. A formal growth model-admittedly
only one of the many possible candidates-is
presentedand calibratedin order to understand
some of the basic facts of U.S. and world economic growth.
Section I of the paper presents a model in
which long-run growth is driven by the discovery of new ideas throughoutthe world. In this
respect, the model builds on a large collection
of previous research,including Paul M. Romer
(1990), Gene M. Grossmanand ElhananHelpman (1991), and Philippe Aghion and Peter
Howitt (1992), as well as earlier contributions
by EdmundS. Phelps (1966), KarlShell (1966),
William D. Nordhaus (1969), and Julian L. Simon (1986). In the model, growthin the world's
stock of useful knowledge is ultimately tied to
growth in world research effort. While the
model is constructed with an eye toward the
quantitativetheory exercises that follow, it also
yields a numberof interestingresults in its own
right. In particular,the model adds to a growing
literatureon the way in which "scale effects"
matterfor economic growth.
Section II uses the model to conducta growth
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accountingexercise to documentthe sources of
U.S. growthover the period 1950 to 1993. Contraryto the conventional wisdom that the U.S.
economy is on a balanced growth path, the
accounting suggests that the long-run component of growth was less than 20 percent of the
total during these years. More than 80 percent
of growth was associated with transition
dynamics.
If transition dynamics are so important to
recent U.S. growth, why haven't we seen the
traditionalsignatureof these dynamics, e.g., a
gradual decline in growth rates? Section III
presents the constant growth path hypothesis
and reworksthe growth accountingin the presence of this restriction.The results from the two
different accounting approaches are similar,
suggesting that the constant growth path hypothesis is a reasonableapproximation.
Section IV of the paperdiscusses the robustness of the results, and Section V offers some
concluding remarks.
I. ModelingGrowth
Consider a world consisting of M separate
economies. These economies are similarin that
they have the same production possibilities.
They differ because of different endowments
and allocations. Within an economy, all agents
are identical. The economies evolve independently in all respects except one: they share
ideas. Until we discuss the creationof ideas, we
will focus on a representative economy and
omit any subscriptto distinguish economies.2
A. Production Possibilities
In each economy, individuals can produce a
consumption-capitalgood that we will call output. Total output Y, producedat time t is given
by
{1 \

V

-

A tr ct

Y1-t

2
In general, Greek letters will be used to denote parameters that are common across countries and constant over
time, while Roman letters will denote variables that may
differ across countries and may vary over time. The only
two exceptions to this rule are the depreciationrate d and
the population growth rate n. These Roman letters will
denote parametersthat are constant over time and identical
across countries, as described furtherbelow.
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where Kt is physical capital, Hyt is the total
quantityof humancapital employed to produce
output, and At is the total stock of ideas available to this economy. We assume 0 < a < 1
and a > 0. Notice thatthereare constantreturns
to scale in K and Hy holding the stock of ideas
A constant,and increasingreturnsto K, Hy, and
A together. This assumption reflects the nowcommon notion that ideas are nonrivalrousor
"infinitelyexpansible."3
We now discuss each element of this production function in turn. First, physical capital is
accumulatedby forgoing consumption:
(2)

Kt =

SKtYt -

Ko > 0.

dKt,

The variable SKt denotes the fraction of output
that is invested (1 - SKt is the fraction consumed), and d > 0 is the exogenous, constant
rate of depreciation.
Next, aggregatehumancapitalemployed producing output is given by
(3)

Hyt= htLyt

where ht is humancapital per person and Lyt is
the total amountof raw labor employed producing output. An individual's human capital is
produced by forgoing time in the labor force.
Letting th represent the amount of time an
individual spends accumulatinghuman capital,
(4)

ht

e
e',

'>

0.

The exponential formulation used here is the
most straightforwardway of incorporatinghuman capital in a mannerthat is consistent with
the large literatureon schooling and wages following Jacob Mincer (1974) and with the substantialgrowth accountingliteraturethat makes
adjustmentsfor education.It is a special case of
a formulationsuggested by MarkBils and Klenow (2000).
The final factor in the productionof outputis
the stock of ideas, A. In the model, ideas representthe only link between economies; thereis
no tradein goods, and capital and labor are not
mobile. Ideas createdanywherein the world are
3 Danny T. Quah (1996) suggests this latterterm, which
he attributesto a letter writtenby ThomasJeffersonin 1813
and discussed by Paul A. David (1993). See Romer (1990)
for a general discussion of this property.
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immediately available to be used in any economy. Therefore,the A used to produceoutputin
equation (1) corresponds to the cumulative
stock of ideas created anywhere in the world
and is common to all economies.4
New ideas are producedby researchers,using
a productionfunctionlike thatin Jones (1995a):
(5)
where HA
given by

At

>
=6:HAtA", AO 0,
is effective world research effort,
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capital. Because time spent in school is excluded from labor-force data, it is helpful to
write the resource constraintas
(8)

LAt +

Lyt = Lt = (1 -ht)Nt,

where Lt denotes employment. In addition, we
define tA -LAIL as the fraction of the labor
force that works to produce ideas ("research
intensity"), and ty
Ly/L.
B. Allocations

M

(6)

HAt=

hgLAit.

In this equation,i indexes the economies of this
world, LAi is the numberof researchersin economy i, and 0 ' 0. World researcheffort is the
weighted sum of the number of researchersin
each economy, where the weights adjust for
human capital.
Accordingto equation(5), the numberof new
ideas producedat any point in time depends on
the numberof researchersand the existing stock
of ideas. We allow 0 < A ? 1 to capture the
possibility of duplicationin research:if we double the numberof researcherslooking for ideas
at a point in time, we may less than double the
numberof unique discoveries. We assume 4 <
1, which still allows past discoveries to either
increase (4 > 0) or decrease (4 < 0) current
researchproductivity.
Finally, thereis a resourceconstrainton labor
in this economy. Each economy is populatedby
Nt identical, infinitely lived agents. The number
of agents in each economy grows over time at
the common and constantexogenousraten > 0:
(7)

N, = Noent,

No> O.

Each individual is endowed with one unit of
time and divides this unit among producing
goods, producing ideas, and producing human

4 A previous version of this paperconsidereda model in
which the diffusion of ideas was not instantaneous and
dependedon economic forces. In particular,ideas produced
anywhere in the world had to be learned by each person
before they could be used in production.This model was
more complicatedbut led to the same ultimate result given
in equation (10) below.

It is typical in a paper like this to specify
preferences and markets which, given the
production possibilities of the model, determine allocations. These equilibrium conditions then provide an additional set of
restrictions that can be analyzed and compared to data.
This is not the approach followed here.
Instead, we take the allocations as given (ultimately, they will simply be given by the
data). We will feed the allocations through
the production possibilities just described to
see if the "technology" of this model makes
any sense. This can be viewed as a precursor
to the richer analysis that comes from adding
markets to the model and analyzing equilibrium conditions as well as technologies. It is
reminiscent of the approach taken originally
by Robert M. Solow (1957) in his growth
accounting exercise.

This is not to suggest that explaining the
observed allocations is uninteresting. On the
contrary- both problemsare important,but it is
fruitful to consider them one at a time. At the
end of the paper, I will suggest a preliminary
explanation for some of the observed allocations, but a careful analysis of this question
would requireanotherpaper.
For the moment, then, we assume that the
time paths of SK' fA, thh and ty are given
exogenously (and may differ across economies). These variables will be referred to as
allocations.
C. Key Results from the Model

For the accounting exercises that follow, we
need to derive several results from this basic
setup. First, notice that the productionfunction
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in equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of
output per workerYt Y,/L, as

(9)

Yt =(y

)

t thA

This expression turns out to be quite useful
because along a balancedgrowthpath, all terms
on the right side except for the last are constant.
This equationwill serve as the basis for the first
growth accountingexercise in the next section.
A second result is convenient for two reasons: it will be the basis of the second growth
accounting exercise and it allows the steadystate growth rate of the economy to be derived
easily. Suppose the stocks K and A grow at
constant rates (which in turn requires HA to
grow at a constant rate). In this case, as explainedin the next paragraph,outputper worker
in equation (9) can be decomposed as
(10)
_ _

S Kt

/

yt

where k

n +

gk +

Y

/ 6A

-

d

KIL and y

9A

cr
-

HAtY

A

Here,

and in the remainderof the paper, we use the
notationg, to denote the constantgrowthrateof
some variable x and an asterisk to denote a
quantitythat is growing at a constant rate.
To see how this equation is derived, it is
helpful to keep in mind a key property:when
growthrates are constant,stocks can be inferred
from flows. Thus, the firsttermin parenthesesin
equation (10) is simply the capital-outputratio.
This ratio is proportionalto the investmentrate
when the capital stock grows at a constantrate,
just as in the standardSolow model. The last
term in equation (10) comes from the fact that
when the stock of ideas A grows at a constant
rate, this stock can be inferredfrom the flow of
researcheffort HA-.
' More formally, divide both sides of the production
function for ideas in (5) by A to get A,/A, = -HAflA - +
When the growth rate of A is constant,this equationcan be
solved to see that A is proportionalto HAt. The second-tolast term in (10) is the factor of proportionality,which
depends on g9A
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Finally, this economy can exhibit a stable,
balanced growth path, defined as a situationin
which all variables grow at constant, exponential rates forever (possibly zero). It is easy to
show that along such a path, the allocations
must be constant.Then, from equation(10), the
growthrate of outputper workeris proportional
to the growth rate of effective world research
HA. Finally, since h must be constant along a
balanced growth path, growth in the effective
numberof world researchersis driven by populationgrowth,anda balancedgrowthpathyields
cr

(11)

gY

I _

oA

yn-

D. Remarks
At this stage, several remarks about the
model are worth noting. First, equation (11)
indicates that long-run per capita growth is ultimately tied to world populationgrowth in this
model, a result emphasized by Jones (1995a).
With allocations given, a larger world population means a larger number of researchers
around the world. These researchers produce
more ideas, which, being infinitely expansible,
raise incomes around the world. This is the
intuition behind the scale effect implicit in
equation(10). If the level of world populationis
doubled, keeping all other parametersand allocations constant,then HA is also doubled. This
raises the level of income for all countriesin the
world in the long run by a factor of 27'.
The model clarifies the level at which the
scale effect associated with the nonrivalry of
knowledge operates.The relevantscale variable
is the population of the collection of countries
that are sufficientlyclose to the world's technological frontier that they can contributeto the
discovery of new ideas. Neither India's large
populationnor Singapore's small populationis
particularlyrelevantto these countries' income
levels or growth rates. Rather,it is the scale of
world research effort that matters for the economic performanceof individual countries.
One final remark on population growth is
worth mentioning. It is well known that crosscountry growth regressions typically document
a negative correlation between per capita income growth and population growth. But this
model appearsto predicta positive relationship,
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in equation (9) and corresponds to the term A I -a

as in equation (11). Can these facts be reconciled? The answer is yes. Recall that the standard negative correlationbetween countries is
typically interpreted[e.g., as in Mankiw et al.
(1992)] as reflecting the transitiondynamics of
the neoclassical growth model: a higher population growth rate reduces the steady-statecapital-outputratio because more investment must
go simply to maintainthe existing capital-output ratio in the growing population. But this
effect is also at work here, as indicated by the
first term in parentheses in equation (10). In
fact, because the H* term is the same across
countries,this model sharesexactly the neoclassical predictions for population growth in a
cross-section of countries.
II. Quantitative Analysis

The model developed in the previous section
provides a frameworkfor analyzing economic
growth in a particularcountry,recognizingthat
the engine of growth is the creation of ideas
throughoutthe world.In this section,we applythis
model to understandtwentieth-century
growthin
the United States. First, however, we begin by
documentingquantitativelythe behavior of the
key variablesemphasizedin the model.

sponding to the quantitiesin equation (9).6 The
quantities appear to grow at roughly constant
rates, although a slight productivity slowdown
in both outputper hour and multifactorproductivity is apparent. The capital-outputratio is
fairly stable, as is commonly accepted, and human capital per worker rises because of the
increase in educational attainment discussed
below.
Turningto the key allocations from equation
(10), Figure 3 plots average educationalattainment in the United States for persons aged 25
and over, from 1950 to 1993. Educational attainmentrises smoothly from a low of about 8.5
years in 1950 to a high of about 12.5 years by
1993. Ideally, one would also like to measure
skills accumulatedoutside the formal education
process, for example through on-the-job training, but this data does not seem to be available.
To map the educationalattainmentdata into eh,
one needs to divide by some measure of an
individual's time endowment or lifetime. Life
expectancy has been rising over this period,
though clearly at a much slower rate than educational attainment. On the other hand, the
length of an individual's working life has actually declined because of the decline in the age of
retirement. As a rough compromise between
these two trends,we will simply assume that an
individual's labor endowment has remained

A. Data
Figure 2 reports data on GDP per hour
worked and on the factors of production,corre-

6
The sources for this and all otherdataused in the paper
are described in detail in Appendix B.
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constant.7Also, we will measure eh directly as
educationalattainmentand incorporatethis constant term in the coefficient tI.
The last term in equation(10) is the effective
numberof researchersin the world. Recall from
equation (6) that this number is given by a
weighted sum of research labor. To provide a
rough empirical measure of HA, we will make
two assumptions. First, we assume that only
researchersin the G-5 countries (France,West
Germany,Japan,the United Kingdom, and the
United States) are capable of extending the
frontier of knowledge. This is motivated primarily by the lack of data for other countries
prior to the 1980's and by the fact that the
majorityof world researcheffort is conductedin
these countries. Second, we assume that the
"quality"of these researchersis the same across
the advanced countries and has remained constant over time; this can be implementedartificially by setting 0 = 0. This seems like a
reasonable assumptionif one thinks that to be
hired in the firstplace, a researchermust have a
certain level of education. The rise in average
educationalattainment,then, would not have an
importanteffect on the quality of researchers.
Under these assumptions, we can measure
worldHA as the sum across the G-5 countriesof
the numberof scientists and engineers engaged
in researchand development,as reportedby the
National Science Board (1993, 1998).
Figure 4 displays this series, normalizedby
the size of G-5 employment.That is, this figure
plots a measure of research intensity correspondingto EA, both for the G-5 as a whole and
for the United States. Between 1950 and 1993,
researchintensityin the G-5 countriesincreased
by more than a factor of four, rising at an
average rate of 3.6 percent per year. This rate
reflects the very rapid growth in the numberof
researchersin the G-5, at a rate of 4.8 percent
per year, together with the modest increase in

7 Some rough statistics give an idea of the magnitudes
involved. An individual facing a lifetime of the average
cross-sectional mortality rates in 1950 would have a life
expectancy at birth of 68.1 years. For 1997 the number
would be 76.5 years. On the other hand, the average age of
retirementfor men fell from 68.7 years in 1950 to 63.7 years
in 1989. The life expectancydataare takenfrom Table 11 in
Robert N. Anderson (1999). The retirementdata are taken
from Table 1 in MurrayGendell and Jacob S. Siegel (1992).
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G-5 employment at a rate of 1.2 percent per
year.8
The magnitude of research intensity is also
worth noting. In the United States and throughout the G-5 countries,less than 1 percentof the
labor force is engaged in researchaccording to
the definitionemployed by the National Science
Foundation.This number seems small, and the
definition is surely too narrow.9On the other
hand, over time R&D has become a more formal activity, possibly suggesting that the measured increase overstates the true increase.
Despite these possible problems, measured
R&D is the only data we have, and it likely
represents a reasonable benchmark provided
these caveats are kept in mind.

8 The lack of a smooth upward trend in U.S. research
intensityin Figure4 is largely due to the "bulge"in research
intensity between 1955 and 1975 associated with the space
program and the defense buildup. Nondefense, nonspace
researchintensity,measuredby the spending shareof GDP,
shows a trendthatis closer to monotonic.Because the direct
outputsof defense and space spendingare measuredat cost,
these sectors show, by definition, no productivitygrowth.
For this reason, studies of R&D and productivity growth
often focus on measures of R&D that exclude these categories. One can, of course, make a case for including these
measures, e.g., based on things like the World Wide Web.
9 In the United States, the definitionof R&D focuses on
science and engineering.The "research"behind the creation
of new consumerproductslike Odwalla or Jambajuice fruit
drinks is not included for this reason. Also, the definition
emphasizes researchthat requiresthe equivalent of a fouryear college degree, meaning that the researchundertaken
by the young Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, and Marc Andreessen
was probablyexcluded as well.
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B. Accountingfor U.S. Growth

TABLE 1-AVERAGE ANNUALGROwTHRATES, 1950-1993

We are now ready to undertake a growth
accounting exercise using the model from Section I. First, we use the form of the production
function in equation (9) to decompose the
growth rate of output per worker between any
two points in time into its components:
a
(12)

=

_

( t-

+ (

+ fit+

-at-

Growth Rate of

Variable

Outputper hour
Capital-outputratio
Share of labor in goods
Human capital
Multifactorproductivity
R&D labor
G-5 labor force

y
K - Y
4y
/
A

Share of labor in R&D
Annual change in th

n

227

+

n,

where a hat () is used to denote the average
change in the log of a variable between two
points in time: e.g., 9t = l It * (log yt - log
yo). By adding and subtractingthe steady-state
growth rate yn in (12), this equation has a nice
interpretation.In particular,all of the terms save
the last on the right side of this equationare zero
in steady state. If the conventionalwisdom that
the U.S. economy is close to its balanced
growth path is correct, the last term should
account for the bulk of growth.
Several remarksconcerningthis approachare
relevant. First, the decomposition in equation
(12) is valid across any two points in time under
very weak assumptions;it is not a steady-state
relationship.Second, the accountingexercise is
in the same spirit as classic work in growth
accounting by Solow (1957), EdwardF. Denison (1962), and others, but it differs in some
importantways. For example, multifactorproductivity growth is made endogenous in this
framework by specifying a complete growth
model.
In addition, if the economy happens to be
growing along a balanced growth path, 100
percent of growth will be attributedto the last
term in equation (12). In traditionalaccounting
for growth in output per worker, even along a
balanced growth path there will be a contribution from the capital-laborratio. This is true
even though in some sense the growth in the
capital-laborratio occurs because of total factor
productivitygrowth. Alternatively, if one does
the growth accountingin terms of capital intensity (the capital-outputratio), all of growth will
be attributedto multifactorproductivitygrowth.
This exercise follows the latterapproach.In this

HA

n
EA

A4h

Sample
Value
0.0200
-0.0015
-0.0001
0.0063
0.0146
0.0483
0.0120
0.0363
0.0902

Notes: For data sources, see Appendix B. A tilde is used
to distinguisha "world"aggregate(a G-5 total) from a U.S.
value.

sense, the exercise is closer to Solow (1956)
than to Solow (1957), and follows in the tradition of David (1977), Mankiw et al. (1992), and
Klenow and Rodriguez-Clare(1997).
Most of the empirical counterpartsof the
variables in equation (12) are readily observed.
Indeed, the figures already presented contain
most of the requireddata. The key growth rates
needed for the accounting decomposition are
reportedin Table 1.10
The next step in implementing the growth
accounting decomposition suggested by equation (12) is to obtain values for the parameters
in thatequation.We assume a value of 1/3for the
capital coefficient, a, motivated by the usual
data on capital's share of income.
The parametert/ is readily inferred from a
wealth of microeconomicevidence. Interpreting
fh as years of schooling, the parametert/ correspondsto the returnto schooling estimatedby
Mincer (1974) and others using log-wage regressions: output per worker, and hence the
wage, differs across workersin the same economy with differentamountsof schooling with a
semielasticity of t/. The labor-marketliterature
suggests that a reasonable value for i/ is 0.07,
which we adopthere. This value implies that an
10 One element in Table 1 merits furtherdiscussion. The
term fy is calculatedas the growthrate of the fractionof the
labor force working in producing output. Because time
spent in school is not considered part of the labor force by
the U.S. Departmentof Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), ty is computed as the growth rate of 1 - WA. It
shows a slight decline because of the rise in U.S. research
intensity, but because less than 1 percent of the U.S. labor
force works as a researcher,the decline is negligible.
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TABLE 2-ACCOUNTING

FOR U.S. GROWTH,

1950-1993

TransitionDynamics
Output
per
Hour

Capital Intensity
aI
(k-Y)
1-ca

7Y

0.050
0.200
0.333

-0.0007
(-3.7)
-0.0007
(-3.7)
-0.0007
(-3.7)

0.0200
(100.0)
0.0200
(100.0)
0.0200
(100.0)

Labor
Reallocation

Educational
Attainment

4
-0.0001
(-0.6)
-0.0001
(-0.6)
-0.0001
(-0.6)

0.0063
(31.5)
0.0063
(31.5)
0.0063
(31.5)

Excess
Idea
Growth

Steady-State
Growth

A - yn

yn

0.0140
(69.8)
0.0122
(60.9)
0.0106
(52.9)

0.0006
(3.0)
0.0024
(12.0)
0.0040
(19.9)

Notes: This table reportsthe growth accountingdecompositioncorrespondingto equation (12). The specificationsare sorted
accordingto the value for y that is used. Numbers in parenthesesare percentagesof the growth rate of output per hour.

additionalyear of schooling has a direct effect
of raising labor productivityby 7 percent.
The parameters o- and -y are the only unknowns that remain in equation (12). Without
observingideas directly,the parametero-cannot
be identified. We will thereforemake the normalization o- = 1 - a so that A is measured in
units of Harrod-neutralproductivity.This normalization is without loss of generality for the
purposesof this paper.Empirically,A is recovered from the datain the traditionalfashion:it is
calculated directly from equation (9).
The parameter-yis a combinationof parameters from the idea production function
recall that y

=

1-a

1-4
A
and is more difficult to obtain. Dividing both
sides of the productionfunction for ideas in (5)
by A, and rewritingin terms of -y,we have
(13)

At

\ HAt/

Since At is measuredas multifactorproductivity, this equationstates thatproductivitygrowth
depends on the ratio of the quantity of human
capital used in producing ideas to the level of
productivity.As an empirical matter,both HAt
andAt are trendingsharplyupward.In contrast,
the growth rate of productivityis stationary,or
perhaps even declining slightly during the
1950-1993 period because of the productivity
slowdown. The parameter -y, then, plays the

importantrole of detrendingthe ratio HAIAto
deliver a stationaryproductivitygrowth rate.
If multifactorproductivity growth truly exhibited no trend between 1950 and 1993, the
parameter-ywould have to equal the ratio of the
growth rates of multifactor productivity and
HA. Using the values from Table 1, this would
imply a value for -yof 0.0146/0.0483 = 0.30. To
the extent that multifactorproductivitygrowth
has been declining, the ratio Hj1IAwould have
to decline, which would occur if -y were less
than this value of 0.3.
Appendix A provides a more rigorouseconometric analysis of the estimation of -ythat supports the intuitionjust given. The estimates in
the Appendix range from a high value of about
V/3to a low value of about 0.05. To the extent
one believes that productivity growth is mismeasuredand that true productivitygrowth has
not declined, one would favor the higher value.
Alternatively, if one believes that the productivity slowdown is measuredaccuratelyand that
the parameterA is small (for example, about
0.25), then one would favor the smallervalue of
-y.More generally, this range encompasses the
plausible values of y. Based on the econometric
analysis and on the intuitionprovidedabove, we
will consider values of -y of 0.33 and 0.05,
together with an intermediatevalue of 0.20.
With these parameter values and the data
from Table 1, we now turn to the growth decomposition implied by equation (12). This accountingis reportedin Table 2. Outputper hour
grew at an average annualrate of 2.00 percent
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between 1950 and 1993 in the United States. As
mentionedabove, the stabilityof the investment
rate translatedinto a relatively stable capitaloutputratio,leading to only a small but negative
0.07-percentage-point contribution to growth.
Similarly, there was a very small shift of labor
away from producinggoods and in to producing
ideas, but the composition effect associated
with this change had little effect on output per
hour.
The rise in educational attainment contributed 0.63 percentagepoints to growth in output
per hour, accountingfor just under 1/3 of growth
during this period. Between 1950 and 1993,
mean educational attainment in the United
States rose by about four years. If each year of
educationleads to a 7-percentrise in outputper
worker,increasededucationalattainmentraised
output by about 28 percent over this period, or
by an annualized amount of about 6/Aoof a
percent per year.
The remaining70 percentof growthis attributed to a rise in the stock of ideas producedby
researchersthroughoutthe G-5 countries. This
effect is itself the sum of two pieces. First,
growth in the stock of ideas in excess of the
steady-staterate is the single largest contributor
to growth in this decomposition,accountingfor
between 1.06 and 1.40 percentagepoints or 53
to 70 percentof growth, dependingon the exact
value of -y.Finally, the steady-statecomponent,
associated with the general rise in G-5 employment, contributedbetween 0.06 and 0.40 percentage points to growthin U.S. outputper hour
between 1950 and 1993, accounting for only 3
to 20 percent of growth.
In this model, long-rungrowth arises entirely
from world population growth: per capita
growth requires growth in the stock of ideas
which in turnrequiresgrowth in the numberof
researchers.Nevertheless, the decomposition in
Table 2 yields the surprisingresult that during
the period 1950 to 1993, less than 20 percentof
growth was attributableto this scale effect.
More than 80 percent of growth in the United
States during this period is attributed to the
transitiondynamics associated with educational
attainmentand the stock of ideas.
III. The Constant Growth Path

A naturalquestionarises at this point. If more
than 80 percentof U.S. growth in recent history
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is associatedwith transitiondynamics,then why
do we not see the traditional signature of a
transitionpath, e.g., a gradualdecline in growth
rates to their steady-statelevel? Why is it that
U.S. growth rates over the last centuryor more
appear so stable?
At some level, it must be that the transition
dynamics associated with the various factors of
productionjust happen to offset in such a way
as to leave the growthrate of outputper worker
fairly constant.This could occur if the transition
dynamics of the various factors take wildly different paths that, in an amazing coincidence,
happen to offset. Alternatively, and perhaps
more plausibly, the transitiondynamics of the
various factors could themselves be well behaved in a sense that will be made precise,
leading to what we will call a constant growth
path.
To see this, it is convenient to rewrite equation (10) as
(14)
(1)

y t
Y,

(Kt

tetf
Yte

tVYL
Avt XtL

Several new pieces of notationare introducedin
this equation. First,
v(

SK

K-

+

g+

d. Second,

Third,a tilde is used to denote

g9A)71A.

a "world"aggregate (a G-5 total). Finally, we
are exploiting the assumptionmade above about
the world's contribution to research, namely
that only G-5 researchersare sufficiently close
to the frontierto contributenew ideas, and that
researchers have the same unchanged skill
level, which we normalizeto one. Therefore,we
have HA = CAL, where L is G-5 employment
and WAis G-5 researchintensity.
It is now appropriateto highlight the distinction between a constant growth path and a balanced growth path. A constant growth path
(CGP) is defined as a situation in which all
growth rates are constant. It is distinguished
from a balanced growth path in that it is not
required to be a situation that can continue
forever. Notice that nothing in the derivationof
equation(14) requiresthe allocationsto be constant; we only require K and A to grow at
constant rates. Based on the evidence in Figure
2, it does not seem implausiblethatthis requirement holds, at least as a first approximation.
The consequence of this observationis that it
is possible to observe a constant growth rate of
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TABLE3-CONSTANT GROWTHPATHDECOMPOSITION,

1950-1993

Variable

Description
Growthrate of YIL
Equals:

gy

Capital intensity effect
+ Effect of labor
reallocation
+ Educationalattainment
effect
+ G-5 R&D intensity
effect
+ Scale effect of G-5
labor force

a

g ey

Sample Percent
Value of g,
0.0200

100

0.0009

4

-0.0001

-1

4IA#h

0.0063

32

YgeA

0.0097

49

yn

0.0032

16

y providedeach of the terms in equation(14) is
growing at a constantrate. More formally, taking logs and differencing equation (14) to approximatethe growth rate gives
(15)
a

1Y 1-

9

K

+ gey +

qJM3h + 'yg-A+ 'yn,

where n is the growth rate of G-5 employment.
In steady state, every term in equation (15)
except the last must be zero, so that this equation reduces back to the condition gy = -yh,
familiarfrom equation(1 1). Out of steady state,
however, we see that it is possible for the
growth rate of outputper workerto be constant
and greaterthan its long-run growth rate. This
could occur, for example, because of growth in
the human-capitalinvestment rate th and in
research intensity eA. Of course, this situation
could not exist forever,because these sharesare
bounded from above at one. But, curiously, the
transitiondynamics could lead to a temporary,
constant growth path.11
Table 3 conducts the growth decomposition
underthe assumptionof a constantgrowthpath.

1l There is one problemwith this reasoning.Because EA,
arerelatedthroughthe resourceconstraint,shares
cannot grow simultaneously at exponential rates, meaning
thata strictconstantgrowthpathis not possible. It turnsout,
however, that because ty is close to one, this technicalityis
not importantin practice, as we will see. An alternative
would be to focus on YlLy instead of YIL,in which case an
exact CGP is possible.

ey, and th
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Notice that in this case, all of the terms in
equation (15) are observed, with the exception
of -y.Insteadof using the econometricestimates
of -yobtainedbefore, we take this opportunityto
provide an independentcheck on our approach.
That is, we calculate the value of -ythat makes
equation (15) hold exactly. This calculation
yields a value of 0.268, at the high end of the
range of values for -yused earlier.12
The results of the CGP decomposition are
roughly in line with the results obtained in the
first accounting exercise. Transition dynamics
associated with educational attainmentand the
growth in researchintensity account for 80 percent of growth in outputper hour. The component of growth associated with rising G-5
employment is approximately 0.3 percentage
points, accounting for about 15 percent of
growth. This suggests that the CGP interpretation of recent U.S. history is a reasonable
approximation.
I have also explored the robustness of the
results in Table 3 to assumptions about the
mismeasurementof growth or the presence of
growth due to other factors left out of the
model. If the truegrowthrate of outputper hour
is higherthanthe measuredgrowthrate, a larger
proportionof growth is attributedto research,
but the basic results are left unchanged. For
example, if true growth in output per hour is
actually 3 percent,rising researchintensity and
educationalattainmentstill account for 78 percent of growth and the populationgrowth component is 0.57 percent, accounting for 19
percent of growth. Alternatively, even if 25
percent of growth is actually due to factors
outside of the model, transitiondynamics associated with humancapitaland researchintensity
still account for at least 60 percent of growth.
Finally, if the true growth rate of tA is only ?/2
of the measuredgrowth rate, then the contribution of researchintensityand educationalattainment 'remains high at 75 percent while the
population component rises to 25 percent of
recent growth. However, this increase is due to
a rise in -y to 0.43. which seems high when
12
An alternativeis to impose the values of y used before
and to include a residual in the growth decomposition. In
this case, the percentcontributionof the residual to growth
is 53 when y = 0.05, 17 when y = 0.20, and-15 when y =
0.33. The CGP approximation,then, is most accurateif -yis
between 0.20 and 0.33.
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compared to the earlier econometric results,
suggesting that the CGP interpretationis somewhat more strainedin this case.
The accounting exercises here begin with
the year 1950 because of data limitations.
Nevertheless, the available statistics related
to research intensity and educational attainment suggest that this interpretationmay apply for the preceding half-century as well.
Romer (2000) documents a steady increase in
the share of engineers as a fraction of the
labor force going back to 1900; a similar fact
is true for chemists. According to Claudia
Goldin (1999), school enrollment rates increase sharply beginning around 1900, with
more modest changes over the previous 50
years.13
An implication of these results is that the
growth rates experienced in the U.S. economy
for the last century or so are not indicative of a
steady state. The rise in research intensity and
educational attainmentthat has occurred over
this period cannot continueforever. At most the
entire labor force can be devoted to producing
ideas, and at most individuals can spend their
entire lives accumulatinghuman capital. When
these variables stabilize, the standardpatternof
transitiondynamics will presumablyset in, and
the economy will graduallytransit to its longrun rate of growth. This rate is given by gy =
-yhin the model. Between 1950 and 1993, it was
approximatelyequal to 0.3 percent in the U.S.
economy, only about 15 percentof the observed
growth rate. Obviously, this rate could be even
lower in the future if population growth rates
decline.
IV. Discussion
This section addresses three issues related to
the results. First is an exploration of the nonCGP transitiondynamics of the model. Second
is a comparisonto previous growth accounting
exercises that measure the contributionof research. Third is a general discussion of the
future of economic growth.

13 The evidence that underlies these statements can be
found in U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census (1975). See especially the following series: D-245,
D-255, and H-433.
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A. "Traditional"TransitionDynamics
Suppose the economy is growing at 2 percent
per year because of increases in educational
attainmentand increases in research intensity.
Then, at some point, th and tA stabilize. What
does the transitionto the steady state look like?
In the model in this paper,this transitioncan
be analyzed in a straightforwardfashion. First,
when th is constant, there are no transition
dynamicsassociatedwith humancapital.This is
an oversimplificationwhich is relatively harmless in the context of the constant growth path
analysis, but more generally is probably not a
good assumption.14 Together with the fact that
there will be transition dynamics associated
with the induced accumulationof physical capital, this oversimplificationsuggests narrowing
our analysis to the transitiondynamics for multifactor productivity rather than attempting to
say something about the transitionpath for output per worker.
In the case consideredhere in which research
intensity has stabilized (or more generally even
if research intensity grows at a constant rate),
the differentialequations governing the growth
rate of A and the stock of A can be solved
analytically. Let x,
A,/A, denote the growth
rate of the stock of ideas. With constant research intensity, straightforwardanalysis reveals thatthis growthrate satisfiesthe following
differentialequation:
(16)

JxtA

-

xt

An--x,

y

This differentialequationcan be solved to yield
(17)

ext

xO

-Ant

14
As just one example, we could instead allow human
capital to be accumulated according to h, =
exp(P3eh)h,A- "I with 0 < -1 < 1. When h grows at a
constantrate, this implies that the level of h is proportional
to exp((3/(1 soh), SO that we could just define qi =
(3/(1 -7). The constantgrowthpath analysis is then robust
to this kind of change. Off a constantgrowthpath,transition
dynamics associated with h could be important,and this
would potentiallyaffect the firstgrowthaccountingexercise
in the paper.
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TABLE 4-THE

HALF-LIFE OF MULTIFACTOR PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH

Exact Half-Life for

Log-Linear

A

An

Approximation

1

0.010
0.005
0.003

69.3
138.6
277.3

?/2
1/

MARCH2002

y

=

0.33

20.6
41.1
82.3

y = 0.20

y = 0.05

12.8
25.7
51.4

3.4
6.7
13.5

Note. Half-lives calculated from equation (17) assuming x0 = 0.0146 and n = 0.01.

wherex* denotes the steady-stategrowthrateof

200

A. 15

This result is convenient for a couple of reasons. First, it allows us to calculate a half-life
for the transition.If researchintensity stabilized
today, what would the time path of multifactor
productivitygrowthlook like? How long would
it take the growth rate to fall in half? Table 4
answers these questions for various parameter
values, assuming a constant G-5 population
growth rate of 1 percent and starting from an
initial multifactor productivity growth rate of
1.46 percent, the average value between 1950
and 1993. To begin, we compute the speed of
convergence to steady state using a log-linear
approximation.It should not be surprisinggiven
the result in equation(17) that this rate is given
by An. Table 4 shows that the associated halflives from the log-linear approximationare relatively large numbers, into the hundreds of
years.
The slow rate of convergence suggested by
the log-linear approximation is misleading,
however, as the exact calculationsin the rest of
the table show. A typical value is the half-life of
25.7 years for y = 0.20 and A = 1/2. Significantly lower values are possible if A is larger
than 1/2.
The differential equation in (17) for the
growth rate of A can itself be solved.'6 The
level of multifactor productivity at time t is
given by
(18)

At =Ao

15 The

*e Ant+ 1

key integral result used to solve the differential

14
equation is f x(ax+
b)
-log(+
16
This solution uses the same integralresult from footnote 15.

A 175-

~15O-=/

~125-

100
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Years After ResearchIntensity Stabilizes

50

FIGURE 5. THE TRANSITION OF MULTIFACTOR
PRODUCTIVITY TO STEADY STATE

Notes: Log scale. A, is calculated using equation (18) assuming-y= 0.20,xo = 0.0146, andn = 0.01. Thedashed
line reflects constant growth at a rate of 1.46 percent.

This solution allows us to answer another
question of interest. For example, if research
intensity had stabilized in 1950 instead of
growing so rapidly, how much lower would
multifactor productivity be today? Figure
5 plots the time path of A, on a log scale to
answer this question, taking the intermediate
value of y = 0.20. For A = 1, the level of
productivity is 32 percent below trend after
50 years, while for A - 1/4, the shortfall is 17
percent. These numbers can be mapped directly to output per worker as well, holding
other things equal.17

17
Notice from these results and from those in Table
4 that the convergence to steady state is faster for larger
values of A. Intuitively, recall that this holds -y constant.
Thereforea largervalue of A correspondsto a smallervalue
of 4, which speeds up convergence to steady state.
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B. Comparisonto Previous Work
A number of studies have employed traditional growth accounting methods to study the
effect of R&D on growth;see, for example, Zvi
Griliches (1988) and the U.S. Department of
Labor,Bureauof LaborStatistics (BLS) (1989)
study, as well as the references cited in these
papers. Most of these studies report a fairly
small accounting contribution of R&D to
growth, on the order of 0.2 percentage points
per year. In this subsection, we discuss the
relationshipbetween these studies and the findings reportedabove.
In traditional growth accounting, R&D is
treated as a second kind of capital investment:
an R&D capital stock is constructedby cumulating past expenditureson R&D. The contribution of R&D to growth is then measuredby the
factor share of R&D multiplied by the growth
rate of the stock of past expenditures.18 For
example, if Z is the total stock of R&D, and if
humancapitalis ignored,the growthaccounting
equation under such an approachlooks like
(19)

y

(1-

L

Z+

where ,i is the growth rate of exogenous total
factor productivity, and f is the elasticity of
output with respect to R&D capital. The remaining notation parallels the model presented
earlier.
Since p =

aYz

this equationcan be sim-

plified to
(20)

Yt

=a

Kt

Lt
+ (I - a

R
R
Y

where p = aY/aZis the marginal product of
R&D capital (the social return to R&D) and
R = Z is the flow of R&D expenditures-net
investment in R&D capital.
Assessing the impact of R&D on growth in
this frameworkthen involves measuringthe social returnto R&D and the net investmentrate.
A large number of studies have attempted to
estimate these quantities, leading to a wide

18

The development below follows Griliches (1988).
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range of estimates. Griliches (1988) and the
BLS (1989) study reportsocial ratesof returnto
R&D of 20 to 50 percent, or even higher; as a
benchmark, the BLS chooses a value of 30
percent.The ratio of R&D expendituresto GDP
in the United States is measuredto be around2
or 2.5 percent. Assuming no depreciation of
R&D capital, this leads to a growth accounting
contributionof anywherebetween 0.4 and 1.25
percentagepoints per year.
These back-of-the-envelope calculations
yield larger contributionsthan the results typically reported in this literature.The BLS, for
example, obtainsestimatesin the rangeof 0.1 to
0.4 percentagepoints, with a preferredestimate
of about 0.2. The difference arises primarily
from two sources. First, many of these studies
focus on a narrower definition of R&D that
excludes federally funded research.Second, the
BLS baseline estimate assumes a depreciation
rate of about 8.8 percent;the highest numberin
the BLS range comes when zero depreciationis
assumed, as above.
To comparethese contributionsto the results
reported in Table 2 or 3, one must make one
final adjustment. The accounting in Table 2
measures productivity in Harrod-neutralunits
so that steady-stategrowth in per capita income
is equal to the Harrod-neutralproductivity
growth rate. To convert the Hicks-neutralunits
given above, one divides by labor's share of
about 2/3, so that the 0.4 to 1.25 range becomes
0.6 to 1.87. Viewed this way, the contribution
reportedin Table 2 of 1.46 percentagepoints or
Table 3 of 1.29 percentagepoints is not inconsistent with the basic growth accounting methodology used in previous studies.19Our results
are at the upper end of existing estimates, but
given the uncertaintiessurroundingthe social
returnto R&D and the trueoutputshareof R&D
investment, they are not implausible.20
19 The 1.46 numberis multifactorproductivitygrowth in
Table 2. The 1.29 numbercomes from adding the contributions of researchintensity and the scale effect in Table 3.
20 One can also ask what social rate of returnto R&D is
implied by the methodology used to get the results in Table
2 or 3. This turnsout to be more complicated.In the model
in this paper,the stock of ideas is not simply an R&D capital
stock. An additional dollar spent on hiring a researcher
yields new ideas tomorrow that increase output, but these
ideas may also affect the productivity of research in the
future. Jones and John C. Williams (1998) discuss how to
measurethe social rate of returnto R&D in a model related
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C. The Future of Economic Growth
It is difficult to observe results like those in
Tables 2 and 3 without wanting to inquire further about the future of economic growth. A
substantialfraction of the growth experienced
over at least the last half-century,and perhaps
before, can be attributedto factors that cannot
continue forever. Taken at face value, this suggests that future growth may be only a small
fraction of recent growth.
There are a number of considerations and
qualificationsthat need to be takeninto account
in interpretingthis result. First, it turnsout that
the U.S. economy may have experienceda similar situationearlierin its history. David (1977)
notes that much of nineteenth-centuryU.S.
growthwas drivenby a rising investmentratein
physical capital and a correspondingrise in the
capital-outputratio, which building on a term
used by Hicks, he calls a "grandtraverse."Historically,this particulartraversecame to an end,
but growthratesdid not decline, as otherfactors
took over, namely educational attainmentand
researchintensity.A similarchange could occur
again.

A second considerationrelates to the production function for new ideas. The basic production function considered in this paper is A =
60()HA, where 6() measuresthe productivityof
research effort. Both because it is convenient
and because it seems to fit, at least roughly,past
experience, we have modeled researchproductivity as a simple Cobb-Douglas production
function that potentially includes both research
effort and the existing stock of knowledge as
inputs.
It is somewhat naturalto imagine that productivity in goods productionis monotonically
increasing: technologies get better and better
over time. In this respect, the productivity of
researcheffort may be very different.We do not
know what the "universe"of ideas looks like. It
could be that the discovery of past ideas makes
future research more and more productive. Or
this could be true,but only up to a point:the age
to this one. Applying their methods to the model in this
paper,one finds that the social rate of returnis not uniquely
pinned down by the estimate of y: it depends on how A, 4,
and o-combine to generatethe value of y. However, one can
find seemingly plausible values of these parametersthatare
consistent with a social returnto R&D of 30 percent.
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of scientific discovery may accelerate right up
until the end, and then end. Or perhaps the
universe of ideas is laid out such that there are
punctuated periods of discovery followed by
periods of extremely slow, gradual advance.
The point is that it is difficult and perhaps
impossible to know the shape of the 6(Q)function, and this imposes sharplimits on our ability
to make statementsabout future growth.
Third, this paper has so far taken population
growthto be an exogenous constant.According
to the model, the steady-stategrowthrate of the
economy is proportionalto the rate of population growth in the idea-producingeconomies.
To the extent that population growth in these
countries will decline in the future, one would
expect the long-run growth rate to decline as
well.
Finally, consider the rise in educational attainment and research intensity. The latest
grand traversemay well come to an end when
the increases in these variablescease, but when
will this occur?Both measureshave been rising
at least since 1950 and most probably since
before the turn of the century. Measured research intensity is less than 1 percent of the
labor force, so thatthe upperbound imposed by
naturedoes not seem likely to bind in the near
future.
V. Conclusion

This paperpresentsand calibratesa model of
economic growthin a world of ideas. Growthin
any particularcountryis driven in the long run
by the implementationof ideas that are discovered throughoutthe world. In the long run, the
stock of ideas is proportionalto worldwide research effort, which in turn is proportionalto
the total populationof innovating countries. In
this sense, the model points out that the scale
effect associated with the nonrivalry of ideas
operates at a global level.
The model is employed to conduct two complementarygrowth accountingexercises and to
understandsome puzzling facts related to U.S.
economic growth. While the per capita growth
rate in the United States has been roughly constant on average duringthe last century,educational attainmentand research intensity (both
domestically and in the G-5 countries) have
increased substantially.These facts are reconciled by highlighting the distinction between a
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constant growth path on the one hand and a
balanced growth path or steady state on the
other. It is possible for a sequence of transition
dynamics to generate growth at a constant average rate that is higher than the steady-state
rate.
The accounting exercises show that U.S.
growth between 1950 and 1993 can be decomposed into three key pieces. The first two
pieces-associated with transitiondynamicstogether account for more than 80 percent of
growth in outputper worker.The rising level of
educational attainmentaccounts for more than
one-third of growth and increased research intensity in the G-5 countries accounts for about
50 percent of growth. Only about 10 to 20
percent is due to the component of growth associated with the rise in G-5 employment.
While long-run growth is ultimately tied to
world population growth in the model, more
than 80 percent of U.S. growth in recent experience is due to other factors.
This exercise naturallyraises questions about
the future of U.S. and world economic growth.
On the one hand, a plausible conjecture that
could explain the rise in researchintensityis the
increased openness and development of the
world economy. This explanationsuggests that
it is possible for the rise in researchintensity to
continue for some time into the future, both as
the marketfor ideas continues to expand and as
the share of the world's population that is sufficiently skilled to push the technological frontier forwardcontinues to rise.
Still, it is important to recognize that this
situationis unsustainable.In the long run, these
changes must come to an end, and when this
happens, U.S. growth rates can, ceteris paribus,
be expected to fall considerably.
APPENDIX

A: ECONOMETRIC ESTIMATES OF y

This Appendix discusses the econometricestimation of y and justifies the range of 0.05 to
0.33 used in the accounting in Section II, subsection B. We begin by writing a discrete time
version of the idea production function as an
approximatingmodel and by distinguishingbetween observed productivity and the unobserved stock of ideas:
(Al)

log B, = log A, + s,

(A2)

AA,t
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(jA
A

Abusing notation for the purposes of this estimation, we now let B representmeasuredmultifactor productivity and treat A as a latent
variable.In (Al), A is assumed to be related to
multifactorproductivityB througha stationary
error term s, which could represent measurement error.Equation(A2) is simply the discrete
time version of the idea production function,
rewritten in terms of the growth rate of ideas
and the parametery.
We will estimate y econometricallyin three
differentways. The motivationfor each of these
approacheswas discussed in Section II, subsection B. In particular, y effectively detrendsthe
ratio on the right side of equation (A2) to produce a stationaryproductivitygrowth rate. Intuitively, it is estimatedfrom the time trendsin
multifactorproductivityand HA, and therefore
is (super) consistent.
To see this more formally, it is helpful to
log-linearizeequation(A2) arounda pathwhere
Bt and HAtare growing at constantrates and to
write that equation in terms of multifactorproductivity using equation (Al). This gives a regression specification of the form
(A3)
Alog B,+ 1

I3g+

AgB(log HAt-

-

log Bt)

+ ntt+i,
where g-og=

(1

and

+I

,t+IAst

-

+

log(gB/8))

is a constant

AgB
y etisanerrorterm.

At first glance, there are a number of problems to worry about in attemptingto estimate y
(or (2
1/hy)using ordinary least squares
(OLS) in an equationlike (A3). First, one might
worry about reverse causality using data at an
annual frequency: presumably business-cycle
shocks that produce a boom and raise productivity make it easier for firms in the economy to
undertake research. Second, because of measurementerror,both log Bt and mt+ 1 dependon
St, providing anotherreason for a biased coefficient. Third, one might worry about the timing of the relationship between research and
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productivitygrowth. The approximatingmodel
here is written as if research today produces
productivitygrowthnext year, but presumablya
more complicated distributedlag of researchis
appropriate[although this is mitigated somewhat by the AR(1) style of the specification,
ultimately associated with 4)].
All of these valid concerns turn out to be
addressedby the fact that y is estimated from
the linear time trendsin log HAt and log B,. To
see why, notice that equation (A3) looks like a
standarderror-correctionmodel in time-series
analysis. The coefficient 12 - /y is a standard cointegratingcoefficient that detrendslog
HAt12 log B, to produce stationaryproductivity growth. Moreover,because there is a linear time trend in log HAt, and thereforein log
Bt, the coefficient 12 can be estimated in a
straightforwardand robust fashion. The results
of KennethD. West (1988), for example, imply
that the time trends drive the asymptoticdistribution of the OLS estimatorof 129 so that the
estimatoris consistent and has a normal distribution. The estimates are surely robust to reverse causality associated with business cycles
and to stationarymeasurementerror(for example log Bt and et have a zero populationcorrelation because of the time trend in log B). For
the same reason, changing the lag structurehas
very little effect on the coefficients: the time
trend in log Bt is the same as the time trend in
log Bt?1.
One way to estimate 2 (and, using the delta
method, y) is simply to run the OLS regression
of log HAt on log Bt. This produces an OLS
estimate of y of 0.323, with a Newey-West
robust standard error of 0.019. Running the
reverseregressionof log Bt on log HAtproduces
an alternativeestimate of 0.313 with a NeweyWest robust standarderrorof 0.014. These estimates formalize the intuition given in the text
in Section II, subsection B, where we "estimated" y as the ratio of the growth rates of
multifactorproductivityand HA.
In principle, one could stop here. However,
because of the productivityslowdown, estimating the error-correctionmodel directlyproves to
be worthwhile. In particular, because Alog
Bt+ 1 actually has a slight downward trend, y
needs to leave a slightly negative trend in the
cointegratingterm log HAt - 12 log Bt. The
first section of Table Al reportsthe resultsfrom
estimating equation (A3) using OLS. The first

MARCH2002

TABLE Al-ESTIMATING

y, 1950-1993

Specification
Parameter

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1.00

0.50

0.25

0.178
(0.046)
0.150

0.123
(0.044)
0.129

0.076
(0.033)

Log-LinearizedModel
A

4.535

-

(2.43)

y
R2

0.274
(0.128)
0.219

0.118

Nonlinear Least Squares
A
y
R2

4.997
0.292
0.980

1.00
0.191
0.975

0.50
0.133
0.973

0.25
0.083
0.972

Notes: Results from estimating equation (A3) for the loglinear model and equations(Al) and (A2) for the nonlinear
model. Newey-West robust standarderrorsare in parentheses. In specifications(2) through(4), specific values of A are
imposed. In the nonlinear model, 6 and AO are additional
parametersthat are estimated.

specification in the table shows that OLS produces an implausiblylarge estimate of A of 4.5.
This should not be particularlysurprising:the
estimateof A is not drivenby time trendsand so
the OLS estimatoris subject to bias because of
measurement error and endogeneity. Clearly,
the business-cycle effects that stimulate both
productivitygrowth and research are dominating here. The remainingthree specificationsaddress this bias by imposing the range of
reasonable values for A and then estimating y
subjectto this restriction.Recall that A captures
the importanceof decreasingreturnsto research
at a point in time: if we double the number of
researcherstoday, the numberof new ideas produced today by those researchersrises by 2'X.It
seems reasonable to assume that A is somewhere between a maximum value of 1.0 and a
minimumvalue of about 0.25. The estimates of
-ythen range from 0.178 when A = 1 to 0.076
when A -_ 0.25. As before, the standarderrors
for these estimates are quite small because the
estimates are driven by the time trends in the
data.
Finally, one may naturallywonder about the
validity of the log-linear approximation.Here,
the approximationis convenient primarilybecause we understandthe asymptoticdistribution
theory of OLS estimatorsof models like that in
equation (A3). In contrast, I am not aware of
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distributiontheory for the estimatorsof the full
nonlinear model in equations (Al) and (A2).
Intuitively, the estimate of y is still driven by
the exponential trends in HA and B, and therefore one imagines that nonlinear least-squares
estimation of the model has desirable properties. These estimates are reportedin the bottom
half of Table Al .21 The estimates are quite
similarto those in the log-linear model, ranging
from a low of 0.083 when A = 0.25 to a high of
0.191 when A = 1.
These econometric results suggest a range of
estimates for y that starts at 0.076 at the lower
end and reaches 0.323 at the upperend (for our
simple regressions of productivityon research).
The economic uncertaintyregardingthe correct
specification dominates the sampling uncertainty reflected in the standard errors of any
particularestimate. This suggests that the range
of 0.05 to 0.33 used in the text very likely
includes the true value of y.
APPENDIX

B: DATA

The data used in this paper are taken from
several different sources. Many of the sources
are now available online, and the actual data
series that I have used are available from the
"data sets" section of http://elsa.berkeley.
edurchad.
* GDP per Hour. Data on real GDP in chained
1996 dollars are taken from Table 2A, page
130, of U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (2000), available
on the web at http://www.bea.doc.gov/bea/
dnl.htm. Employment data are from Table
B-33 of the EconomicReportof the President
(Council of Economic Advisors, 1997). Employment is convertedto total hoursusing the
Average Weekly Hours of ProductionWorkers (series EEU00500005) for total private
industry from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
and assuming a constant work year of 50
weeks. The hours data was downloadedfrom
the "NationalEmployment,Hours, and Earnings" link at http://www.bls.gov/top20.html.
All other employmentdata used in this paper
21
Standarderrors are omitted because of the lack of a
distributiontheory. For what it is worth, they were small
and looked very much like the errorsin the first half of the
table.
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are in units of bodies rather than hours
worked, the implicit assumption being that
the hours worked are uniform across categories and countries.
* EducationalAttainment.Average educational
attainmentin the population among persons
25 years old and over is calculated from Bureau of the Census (1996), Table 17 (Historical). This source reports the number of
persons by "cells" of educationalattainment.
In computingthe average, I assume that each
person in a cell has the mean years of schooling for the cell (e.g., persons in the cell corresponding to one to three years of high
school are assumed to have ten years of
schooling). Personsin the "fouror more years
of college" cell, the top cell, are assumed to
have four years of college. Missing data are
linearly interpolated. This data is available
online at http://www.census.gov/population/
www/socdemo/education.htm.
* Scientists and Engineers Engaged in R&D.
The data for 1965 to 1993 are from National
Science Board (1993, 1998). For years prior
to 1965 for the United States, data from the
Historical Statistics of the UnitedStates, Colonial Times to 1970 and various editions of
the Statistical Abstract of the United States
are used. Missing data are log-linearly interpolated. National Science Board (1998) is
now available online at http://www.nsf.gov/
sbe/srs/seind98/start.htm.For years prior to
1965 for France, Germany, Japan, and the
United Kingdom, we assume that the ratio of
research intensity between these countries
and the United States in 1950 is the same as
in 1965. Next, researchintensityfor intervening years is linearly interpolated for each
country and then multiplied by employment
(see below) to get an estimate for scientists
and engineers engaged in R&D. This data is
only used to constructthe aggregate G-5 researchersand researchintensity;it is not used
on a country-by-countrybasis.
* Employment.Data on U.S. employment are
from the Economic Report of the President
(Council of Economic Advisers, 1997), Table
B-33, Employed Civilian Labor Force. Employment data for the remaining G-5 countries for 1959 to 1993 are from Bureau of
Labor Statistics (2000), Table 2, available
online at ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/special.requests/
ForeignLabor/flslforc.txt.This data is spliced
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(using the 1959 observation)onto data on the
numberof workersfrom the Penn World Tables Mark 5.6 for 1950 to 1958; see Robert
Summersand Alan Heston (1991).
* Physical Capital.Data on the real net stock of
physical capital in chained 1992 dollars are
from "ImprovedEstimates of Fixed Reproducible Tangible Wealth, 1929-95," prepared by Arnold J. Katz and Shelby W.
Herman (1997), available online at http://
www.bea.doc.gov/bea/an/0597niw/maintext.
htm.
* Investment. Data on real investment in
chained 1996 dollars are taken from Table
2A, page 130, of Bureauof Economic Analysis (2000), available on the web at http://
www.bea.doc.gov/bea/dnl.htm.Note: Unlike
the capital data, the investmentdata does not
include governmentinvestment.
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